Lite
WEB CLIENT

Security

from
everywhere

in the world!

Stay connected and aware while on the go or
from your holiday trip. Being able to monitor
your home or business remotely, is a great
way in staying connected and aware. With
accur8vision lite it is now possible to enjoy
the sense of freedom and security while on
the go.

AWESOME FEATURES
Remote Access

Notifications

Archive

With accur8vision lite it is now possible
to remotely access the security system.
The ability to remotely access the
security system allows the user to have
the information about the security
system at the tip of their fingers.

Accur8vision lite comes with different
types of notifications. These notifications
consist of lidar sabotage to intruder to
errors. With this type of knowledge, the
user will have an accurate account of
what is happening back at their
establishment.

When an alarm has been activated all
cameras will rotate to that alarm area.
Accur8vision lite will maintain an archive
area where it is possible to play back the
video of the alarm event. There are
alarms and logs to choose from.

Mobility

Having the accur8vision security system at home or at work with
lidar technology and 3D zones, now available at the fingertips of the
user, opens a whole new world. Accur8vision lite is a mobile version
that brings access to the system at home or at work wherever the
user is in the world.

Multiplatform

Accur8vision lite is a multi-platform system that can be used on
tablets, laptops, computers, or mobile phones. It can also run on
Windows, IOS, or Android operating systems. All that is needed is
either wifi or data. The mobile version is quite simple and easy to
use.
Tacticaware is the manufacturer and producer of
the world known volumetric security system,
accur8vision. Key personnel were able to create a
security system that uses lidar technology and a
3D map to generate volumetric detection instead
of only focusing on the border. We are a part of
the Hexagon group which has approximately
20,000 employees in 50 countries and net sales of
approximately 3.9bn EUR. You can learn more on
accur8vision by visiting us at accur8vision.com.

www.accur8vision.com

TACTICAWARE, s.r.o.
Slapska 1, Prague 100 00
Czech Republic
info@accur8vision.com
www. accur8vision.com

Lite

Accur8vision lite is a condensed version of
accur8vision. Small differences including the 2D
map and zones allows the system to be used on the
go. There are no high end graphics or lidar points.
It is only controlled from a web browser.

BE INFORMED
Accur8vision lite is a mobile version of accur8vision. The mobile system makes it possible
to view the security system and some of its components. The user can be notified about the status
of the system, if there is an alarm, what threat level has been activated, what is armed and disarmed, and also
if there is anything wrong with the lidars.
Tracking of the intruder can also be seen in the mobile version. An intruder inside an active alarm zone will show up as
a red exclamation point while people inside an unactive alarm zone will also be tracked but will only show up as a white
exclamation point. It is still possible for the user to see where the intruder is. Archive can also be viewed on
accur8vision lite. The camera alarm events will be recorded and kept for viewing when necessary.
Accur8vision lite's easy and user-friendly approach allows the user an easy handling of their security system.

ZONES

ALARMS AND LOGS

MODULES

ARM AND DISARM

INFORMATION

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Under the Zone icon there will be a list of all
zones and their names. There is also a location
icon that will directly take you to the zone on
the map. The status of the zone can also be
seen here.

There are 2 buttons on the main screen that
allow you to arm and disarm all zones or
individual zones. It is also possible to arm
zones under the zone icon.

There are two sections under Archives. Alarms
and Logs. Alarms is where the camera stream
is saved during an alarm event. Logs is where
all the information for everything is stored.

Being informed is the best feeling in the world
when it comes to security. Information
provided by accur8vision lite lets the user know
everything that is happening with the system.

This icon will show all the cameras and their
views. It is also possible to view all the actions.
Here is where it shows what will happen in
case of an alarm.

With only one touch, zones in accur8vision
lite can be armed or disarmed. The map can
be zoomed in or out with the touch of the
fingers.

Follow us on Instagram, Youtube, LinkedIn, Facebook, twitter and our website www.accur8vision.com.
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ALARM NOTIFICATION

When an alarm is activated a notification is sent to the
user regarding information on the intruded zone, time,
and number of intruders.

Commands
ARMING

Alarming allows the user to arm or disarm individual
security zones or all security zones at once.

SNAPSHOTING

Snapshot is a time-adjustable 'picture' of all points from all
lidars. The server then evaluates the changes between the
snapshot and the live points.

MANUAL ACTIONS

Actions that can be brought upon by the user from the
accur8vision client by clicking on the button representing
the action that is to be required.

Map
2D MAP

A two-dimensional map of the area that is to be protected. It
is an exact replica of the user's 3D map used in accur8vision
but only in 2D. Zones are also visible on the map.

3D MAP

A three-dimensional map of the area that is to be protected.
Zones are also visibile on the map.

MINIMAP

The minimap is a small map in the bottom left corner. It
aides in helping the user to locate the intruders. Especially
useful in bigger maps.

DETECTED OBJECTS

Detected objects are objects that have been detected by the
lidar. Once these objets enter a security zone, an alarm is
activated if it fits the specifications.

INTRUDER TRACKING

An intruder is tracked by the system so his trajectory is
visible in the 3D scene.

FRIENDLY OBJECTS

A friendly object is an object that can be marked by the user
as 'friendly'. This object will then be able to access security
zones without setting off an alarm.

SECURITY ELEMENTS

Elements that are used inside accur8vision which help in
detecting intruders and eliminating false alarms. Example:
lidars, cameras, radars, people counters, etc.

Follow us on Instagram, Youtube, LinkedIn, Facebook, twitter and our website www.accur8vision.com.
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Cameras
REALTIME STREAM

Realtime streaming from PTZ cameras increases the user's
comfort to see what is happening in the protected areas even if
there is not an alarm event.

MANUAL PTZ

PTZ cameras are automatically rotated inside accur8vision but it
is also possible for the user to manually rotate the PTZ camera
themselves.

Archive
LOGS

Logs will provide the user with information on recorded alarm
events, login, logout, arming or disarming of the system.

VIDEO ARCHIVE

The video archive is where the user can find information in
regards to video that was recorded during an alarm event.

LIDAR ARCHIVE

The lidar archive is where the user can find information in
regards to lidar data that was recorded during an alarm event.

Tools
VIRD

VIRD, which stands for Virtual Intruder in Real-time Detection,
is a testing platform that will test the functionality of the
system in real time using the virtual pawn.

VIRTUAL PLANNING TOOL

It is a virtual layer inside accur8vision that allows the user to
adequately place the camera and lidar in the best location
before placement in the real environment.

DEEPTECTION TOOL (AI)

This tool allows accur8vision to classify the object (as a
vehicle, person, animal, etc.) and use it later for a detection
during real alarm events.

Settings
EDITOR

In editor the user can add, delete or change security elements
and zones in the scene. Editor also assists the user in placing
these elements in the perfect location.

SYSTEM SETTINGS

System settings is where an initial set up of the system is
placed. For example: set up of the hardware, 3D map,
automatic actions and other elements.

Follow us on Instagram, Youtube, LinkedIn, Facebook, twitter and our website www.accur8vision.com.

